### Antiterrorism Individual Protective Measures

**HOW YOU CAN FOIL TERRORISTS**

OCJCS PC 5260, July 2012

A dynamic threat demands vigilance and discipline. This card offers techniques that limit opportunities to be targeted by terrorists. For detailed information, refer to CJCS Guide 5260, A Self-Help Guide to Antiterrorism.

### Travel Security

**Be Prepared for the Unexpected**
- Ensure your Level 1 AT Training is current.
- Consult the DOD Foreign Clearance Guide.
- Receive an AOR specific Threat Briefing.
- Know location of the US Embassy and safe locations where you can find assistance.
- If possible, travel on a tourist passport.

**Know Hotel Security Measures**
- Consider hotels with good perimeter security, stand-off from the street, and access control points.
- Select an inside hotel room away from the street-side window, preferably on the 4th-10th floors.

### General Security Issues

**Guard Information About Yourself and Job**
- While off-base, limit signs of your DOD affiliation (wear civilian clothing, use non-descript vehicles).
- Limit access to personal information (name, rank, address, family).
- Practice OPSEC (need-to-know, secure comms., limited public conversations).

**Be Prepared for the Unexpected**
- Plan for the range of threats, avoid established or predictable patterns.

**Recognize and Report Suspicious Activity**
- Learn your surroundings and recognize behavior and items out of place.
- Remember descriptive details that may be useful to authorities.
- Report suspicious behavior and items to your chain of command, local authorities, or FBI.

### Insider Threat

**Know Indicators of a Possible Insider Threat**
- Anti-American statements asserting US policy and authority are illegitimate.
- Aggression or threats towards coworkers.
- Presence of unauthorized weapons.
- Attempts to communicate with US enemies.
- Association with extremist groups.
- Distribution of propaganda materials in support of an extremist position.
- Allegations of US persecution or prejudice against a minority group or religion.
- Repeated violation of policies.
- Abnormal mood swings or depression.
- Abuse of alcohol or drugs.
- Talk of suicide.

Report immediate violent threats to security or law enforcement immediately. If you believe a person may be mentally unstable, alert your supervisor or appropriate medical personnel.

### Residential Security

**Know How to Protect Your Home and Family**
- Consider removing your name and rank from your home and mailbox.
- Avoid the use of your name and rank on answering machines.
- Instruct family and associates not to provide strangers with information about you or your family.
- Brief family members on residential security and safety procedures.
- Ensure family members learn a duress word and keep it on file at your office.
- Advise associates or family members of your destination and planned time of arrival.
- Ensure residence has sufficient lighting, door and window locks, and barriers to meet the local threat.
- Monitor family use of social networking sites to ensure OPSEC.

### Telephone Security

If you receive a threatening phone call or Bomb Threat, dial *57 (verify local procedures), wait for the confirmation message that traces the caller, and then report the call to local authorities immediately.

### Suspicious Packages

**Be Prepared for the Unexpected**
- Check mail and packages for:
  - Unusual odors (shoe polish or almond smell).
  - Protruding wires or strings.
  - Bulges, bumps, or odd shapes.
  - Oily stains on the package.
  - Too much wrapping
  - Excessive postage.
  - No return address or unfamiliar return address.
  - Differing return address and postmark.
  - Appearance of foreign style handwriting.
  - Items sent “registered” or marked “personal”.
  - Unusually light or heavy packages.
- Clear the area immediately and notify your chain of command and local authorities.

### Transit Security

**Know Vehicle Security Measures**
- Look for tampering around, under, and in your car.
- Keep doors locked and windows rolled up.
- Vary routes, travel times, and parking places.

**Know Security Measures for Public Transportation**
- Vary travel times, routes, and taxi companies.
- Match taxi drivers’ faces to taxi licenses.
- Avoid crowded places on subway and train platforms and at bus stops.
- Secure doors on trains and sleeper cars.

**Know Air Transit Security Measures**
- Route through airports with good security.
- Clear security quickly at the airport.
- Consider hotels with good perimeter security, stand-off from the street, and access control points.
- Select an inside hotel room away from the street-side window, preferably on the 4th-10th floors.